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Abstract The relationship between electron energy flux and the characteristic energy of electron
distributions in the main auroral loss cone bridges the gap between predictions made by theory and
measurements just recently available from Juno. For decades such relationships have been inferred from
remote sensing observations of the Jovian aurora, primarily from the Hubble Space Telescope, and also
more recently from Hisaki. However, to infer these quantities, remote sensing techniques had to assume
properties of the Jovian atmospheric structure—leading to uncertainties in their profile. Juno’s arrival and
subsequent auroral passes have allowed us to obtain these relationships unambiguously for the first time,
when the spacecraft passes through the auroral acceleration region. Using Juno/Jupiter Energetic particle
Detector Instrument (JEDI), an energetic particle instrument, we present these relationships for the 30-keV to
1-MeV electron population. Observations presented here show that the electron energy flux in the loss
cone is a nonlinear function of the characteristic or mean electron energy and supports both the predictions
from Knight (1973, https://doi.org/10.1016/0032-0633(73)90093-7) and magnetohydrodynamic turbulence
acceleration theories (e.g., Saur et al., 2003, https://doi.org/10.1029/2002GL015761). Finally, we compare the
in situ analyses of Juno with remote Hisaki observations and use them to help constrain Jupiter’s atmospheric
profile. We find a possible solution that provides the best agreement between these data sets is an
atmospheric profile that more efficiently transports the hydrocarbons to higher altitudes. If this is correct, it
supports the previously published idea (e.g., Parkinson et al., 2006, https://doi.org/10.1029/2005JE002539)
that precipitating electrons increase the hydrocarbon eddy diffusion coefficients in the auroral regions.

1. Introduction

Our understanding of Jupiter’s auroral acceleration processes is rapidly evolving since the arrival of NASA’s
Juno mission to Jupiter. Juno observations have revealed the presence of diverse electron and ion popula-
tions associated with both the upward and downward auroral current regions in Jupiter’s polar magneto-
sphere. Recently published results focusing on the particle observations have shown the presence of both
broadband and peaked electron energy distributions in both the downward (Allegrini et al., 2017; Mauk
et al., 2017a, 2017b, 2018) and upward (Clark, Mauk, Haggerty, et al., 2017; Ebert et al., 2017) loss cones. The aur-
oral ion observations revealed the presence of energetic ion conics (Clark, Mauk, Haggerty, et al., 2017), parallel
potential drops (Clark, Mauk, Haggerty, et al., 2017; Haggerty et al., 2017; Mauk et al., 2017b, 2018), and stochas-
tic processes likely associated withwave-particle interactions (Elliott et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Louarn et al., 2017
Ma et al., 2017; Mauk et al., 2018). Perhaps one of the more surprising discoveries is the role that broadband
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acceleration plays in the generation of Jupiter’s powerful aurora. Mauk et al. (2017b, 2018) showed that
broadband or stochastic electron distributions are associated with the most intense auroras at Jupiter, which
are fundamentally different from Earth’s aurora. How these distributions are accelerated in the auroral region
and their link between the magnetosphere and ionosphere are still mysteries. Here we provide clues that
further our understanding of these processes by comparing Juno’s in situ energetic particle observations with
various acceleration theories as well as remote sensing observations from Juno and Hisaki.

In this paper we focus primarily on the main auroral region, that is, the region that couples the main auroral
emissions in the ionosphere to the region of corotation breakdown in the middle magnetosphere (e.g., Hill,
1979, 2001; Hill et al., 1981; Cowley & Bunce, 2001). Embedded in this region is a magnetic field-aligned cur-
rent system that is generated by angular momentum transfer between the ionosphere and magnetosphere
(e.g., Cowley et al., 2003; Grodent, 2015; Hill, 2001, and references therein). Cowley and Bunce (2001) were the
first to recognize that the unaccelerated, hot magnetospheric electron population measured by Voyager
(Scudder et al., 1981) does not have enough energy flux or current density in the loss cone to explain the
bright auroral emissions observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST; e.g., Gérard et al., 2014; Gustin
et al., 2004). This led them to adopt the Knight relationship (Knight, 1973) from Earth to Jupiter. They found
that parallel potentials on the order of ~100 kilovolts (kV) must develop to accelerate the current carriers to
provide current densities that commensurate with Jupiter’s bright aurora. Following Cowley and Bunce
(2001), several studies (e.g., Cowley, 2006; Nichols & Cowley, 2004, 2005; Ray et al., 2009, 2010) used the
Knight relation at Jupiter; however, each study imposed slightly different physical conditions. Details regard-
ing these studies are discussed in section 3.

In contrast to the Knight relation, Saur et al. (2002, 2003) took a different approach and hypothesized that
the coupling between the weak magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence and Jupiter’s global current sys-
tem produces a field-aligned accelerating electric potential. In this theory, the energy in the turbulence
cascade is dissipated via Joule heating (Saur et al., 2003, their equation (2)). Using values for the energy
flux and current density measured by the Galileo spacecraft (Khurana, 2001; Kivelson et al., 2004), Saur
et al. (2003) calculated a parallel potential around 160 kV, which agrees well with Cowley and Bunce’s
(2001) estimate. Saur et al. (2003) provided a current-voltage relationship that is based on an effective
Alfvén conductance and assumes the dissipation occurs at the electron inertial length scale at high lati-
tudes through wave-particle interactions.

The acceleration theories above were compared to the inferred electron characteristic energies derived from
HST remote sensing observations (e.g., Gérard et al., 2003; 2014; Gustin et al., 2004). These studies have used
the multispectral observations of the far ultraviolet spectrum from Hubble’s Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph to derive the ratio of the H2 emission intensities at wavelengths between 155–162 and 123–
130 nm. This is referred to as the color ratio (e.g., Gérard et al., 2014). The shorter wavelength emissions are
partly absorbed by the hydrocarbons, whereas the longer wavelengths are not attenuated. Determining the
altitude of the partly absorbed emissions allows one to use this ratio and determine the characteristic energy
of the precipitating electrons; however, it is sensitive to the assumed altitude profile of the hydrocarbon column
density (e.g., Gérard et al., 2003; Tao et al., 2016), and thus, the inferred characteristic energies can vary by fac-
tors of 2–5. In 2013, JAXA launched Hisaki (Yoshikawa et al., 2014), an Earth-orbiting satellite, whichmakes spec-
tral observations (80–148 nm) of the emissions from Jupiter’s auroral region and the Io plasma torus. Unlike HST,
Hisaki does not have the spatial resolution to resolve the highly structured Jovian aurora. However, it does have
the ability to perform long-term monitoring, which is extremely useful. Using a similar method employed by
HST, the color ratio maps derived by Hisaki (Tao et al., 2016) show similar characteristic electron energies, that
is, approximately tens to hundreds of keV. Although HST and Hisaki data have provided much of our under-
standing of the phenomenological nature of Jupiter’s aurora, the variation in the derived parameters and the
sensitivity to the unconstrained CH4 profile left large uncertainties when trying to distinguish between auroral
acceleration theories and Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (MI) coupling processes.

We provide here, for the first time, the in situ precipitating electron energy flux versus characteristic energy
profiles in Jupiter’s main auroral region. In addition, we compare these profiles with those hypothesized by
the acceleration mechanisms described above, as well as with the remote sensing observations with Hisaki.
Section 2 describes in detail the energetic particle observations made by the Jupiter Energetic particle
Detector Instrument (JEDI). In section 3, we provide further details on the theoretical acceleration
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mechanisms and discuss their comparisons with experimental measurements. In section 4 we compare Juno
and Hisaki observations and discuss our findings and interpretations in section 5.

2. Energetic Electron Observations

We present energetic electron observations from Juno/JEDI, an instrument that comprises three sensors
mounted ~120° apart on the spacecraft deck. Two of these sensors are mounted such that their field
of view (FOV) is optimized to measure field-aligned charged particles. These are the JEDI 90 and JEDI
270 sensors. See Mauk et al., 2017for a detailed description of the JEDI instrument. For this study, it is
important to note that JEDI can measure the energy and angular distributions of ~30 keV to 1 MeV elec-
trons. A single sensor is made up of six solid state detector (SSD) telescopes, each with an instantaneous
full width at half maximum FOV of ~9° × 17° (Mauk et al., 2018; see their supporting information). The
accumulation time during the high rate is ~0.5 s, but we find averaging over 1 second is necessary to
avoid poor statistics. This corresponds to approximately 12° in spacecraft rotation. The calculations we
perform below can be biased if JEDI is not properly resolving the loss cone; therefore, we only consider
times/locations when Juno traversed the main auroral field lines at altitudes below ~2.5 Jovian radii (RJ).
All the low-altitude crossings of the auroral field lines occurred over a range from 1.3 to 1.79 RJ. This is
because the geometric loss cone at these altitudes is larger than ~15°, and thus, JEDI’s angular FOV is ade-
quate to resolve the loss cone distributions. Pitch angle determination is based on the local magnetic
field measurements from Juno/MAG (Connerney et al., 2017).

Figure 1 shows the two types of precipitating auroral electron distributions typically observed with JEDI asso-
ciated with magnetic field crossings connected to the main aurora, presumably under the acceleration

Figure 1. Juno/UVS and Juno/JEDI observations of the main aurora to illustrate the two general types of electron distribution associated with this region, similar to
that shown in Mauk et al. (2017b). Top panel: UV emissions of the southern auroral oval during PJ1 with the Juno trajectory superimposed based off the VIP4+CAN
(red) and VIPAL (green) magnetic field models. Yellow bars near the main oval indicate times corresponding to the Juno/JEDI observations. Yellow arrow and
bars near the edge of plot show direction to Sun and its location at the start and end time of the UVS data time interval (panel a); energy and pitch angle versus time
of the >30-keV electrons during a snapshot of the main auroral crossing. White blanks in the spectrogram are used to represent fill values or no data (panel c);
energy spectrum corresponding to the time illustrated by the black arrow in panel (e). The spectrum illustrates the broadband energy profile that lacks any distinct
peaks and has been associated with stochastic acceleration. Bottom panel: Same format as top panel, but now for the southern auroral excursion during PJ4 (panels
b, d and f). The example in this panel depicts the peaked energy distribution typically associated with discrete or inverted-V-type acceleration. JEDI = Jupiter
Energetic particle Detector Instrument; PJ = perijove; UVS = ultraviolet spectrometer; LT = local time.
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region. The images in Figures 1a and 1b are produced by the Juno ultraviolet spectrometer instrument. The
color represents the photon intensity and the thick red line is Juno’s projected magnetic footprint onto the
ionosphere. To perform the projection, we used the VIP4+CAN and VIPAL magnetic field models (Connerney
et al., 1981, 1998; Hess et al., 2011). Figures 1c and 1d are the corresponding electron energy and pitch angle
distributions measured by JEDI during the times indicated on the auroral images. The black arrow in Figure 1c
illustrates the time period chosen to display the energy spectrum (Figure 1e), which can be characterized as a
broadband energy distribution with no sharp peaks possibly indicating no coherent acceleration structure.
Similarly, in Figure 1d the black arrow illustrates the time of the electron spectrum in Figure 1f. This energy
distribution clearly shows a sharp peak, that is, nonmonotonic spectrum, at ~100 keV indicating a coherent
acceleration process (Figure 1f), possibly a localized magnetic field-aligned potential drop above the
spacecraft. In the first case (Figure 1c), the electrons are bidirectional with both the upward and downward
loss cones populated. In the second case (Figure 1d), the electrons are primarily field-aligned and
downward moving. These two examples have been discussed in detail by Mauk et al. (2017b). We chose
these specific examples because they illustrate two possibly different acceleration mechanisms. It should
be noted that at other times Juno has also observed true power law distributions in the main auroral
region as well as slightly different variants of the broadband spectrum with no peak. Such distributions
will be shown in Figure 3 that is discussed later in the sections.

Figure 2. Relationships of >30-keV electron energy flux as a function of characteristic energy obtained by Juno/Jupiter
Energetic particle Detector Instrument spanning PJs 1–8. Each panel is configured the same, but the data are repre-
sented slightly differently. Panel (a) includes error bars; panels (b)–(d) distinguish the types of electron distributions, the
hemisphere in which they were observed and the PJ number, respectively. PJ = perijove.
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An important point of this study is the directly measured relationship
between the energy flux and characteristic energy of the precipitating
electrons; therefore, we discuss how we derive these quantities. First, the
characteristic energy is defined as the mean energy of the electron distri-
bution as shown in equation (1). In the absence of sharply defined peaks,
we calculate the characteristic energy as the ratio of energy flux to the
number flux (Mauk et al., 2004), 〈E〉 = IE/In, where IE is the energy flux or
the third moment of the distribution function and In is the number flux
or first moment. The moments are defined in Mauk et al. (2004).

E ¼ IE
IN

¼
∫

Emax

Emin

I·E dE

∫
Emax

Emin

I dE

(1)

where I is the charged particle differential intensity in units of
keV�1 · cm�2 · s�1 · sr�1. In the presence of a peaked energy distribution,
that is, parallel potential drop, we can either use the previous method or
infer the mean energy by calculating the centroid of the peak. Either
method provides a numerical result that is within the uncertainty of
JEDI’s energy response. To calculate the energy flux projected to the iono-
sphere, we use the factor of π which represents the area-projected-
weighted loss cone (Mauk et al., 2017a)

ϵI ¼ π ∫
Emax

Emin

I·EdE (2)

where Emin and Emax are the geometric means corresponding to the limits
of JEDI’s energy response, which are ~27 and 979 keV respectively. Errors
associated with these parameters are calculated by propagating JEDI’s
~20% energy resolution and Poisson counting statistics.

Figure 2 shows the profiles of the measured electron energy flux as a func-
tion of the characteristic energy for times when Juno crossed the low-

altitude magnetic field lines connecting to the main aurora (Northern and Southern Hemispheres).
Collectively, the points represent measurements spanning perijove (PJ) 1 to PJ8. Note that JEDI’s lower
energy range for electrons is ~30 keV. The largest characteristic or peaked energies observed in the main aur-
oral region are ~300–400 keV, in agreement with those observed in previous case study event (Mauk et al.,
2017b). The majority of the points cluster together and depict a nonlinear trend—a factor of 10 increase in
characteristic energy produces roughly ~100 increase in energy flux. In Figure 2b we distinguish the points
associated with the broadband energy (no peak) distributions and those with peaked (nonmonotonic) distri-
butions. Figures 2c and 2d color code themeasurements by the Northern and Southern Hemispheres and the
PJ number, respectively. An interesting pattern that emerges is the similar energy flux relationship between
both the broadband with no peak distributions and those that show a clear peak. For characteristic energies
greater than ~100 keV the populations are clearly intermixed; however, there may be a difference below
~80 keV, but there is significant scatter in the energy flux. Why or how do two seemingly distinct acceleration
processes produce similar relationships? This is an unexpected result and we discuss it further in section 4.

As mentioned previously, there are several types of energetic electron distributions associated with the main
aurora. Previous publications have focused on two general types: broadband with no peak and the peaked
distributions (Allegrini et al., 2017; Clark, Mauk, Paranicas, et al., 2017; Ebert et al., 2017; Mauk et al., 2017a,
2017b, 2018). Here we expand the list and show the various types of electron distributions (Figure 3) asso-
ciated with the main auroral crossings. Figure 3 illustrates five types of energy spectra (intensity as a function
of electron energy) with four qualitative differences. (1) The peaked energy distribution with a soft tail that
drops off dramatically after the peak (Figure 3, purple curve). These sorts of distributions are thought to be
associated with parallel potential structures in the auroral acceleration region (Clark, Mauk, Haggerty, et al.,
2017; Mauk et al., 2017b). They almost always exhibit a plateau in differential intensity below the peak energy,

power-law

Peaked distribution 
with sharp roll off 
after peak

Broadband distributions 
with no peak

Peaked dist. 
with hard tail

Figure 3. Examples of the various types of energy spectra found in Jupiter’s
low-altitude main auroral region. The blue and green curves illustrate the
broadband energy distributions, with no peak, that have different roll-off
energies. The purple and black curves illustrate peaked energy distributions
with a soft tail and a hard tail, respectively, occurring after the peak. Lastly,
the red curve shows a power law distribution. PJ = perijove.
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which is also evident in the broadband energy distributions. (2) The peaked energy distribution that has a
hard tail that extends upward to megaelectron volt energies after the peak (Figure 3, black curve). This parti-
cular event was discussed by Mauk et al. (2017b), and it occurred during a time when the electron distribu-
tions evolved from the characteristic inverted-V-type profile (black on Figure 3) to a more broadband
distribution with no peak. This was concluded to be evidence of an instability initiating while Juno was pas-
sing through the acceleration region. (3) The power law distribution (red curve), occurs less often than the
other types. Whether it is a marker of another type of auroral acceleration process or the manifestation of
the peaked or broadband with no peak is still unclear. It is certainly possible that energy diffusion due to
wave-particle processes can redistribute the broadband spectra. (4) Another common type of spectrum is
the broadband spectrum with no peak (blue and green curves). These distributions typically exhibit a flattop
or plateau from lower energies until a rollover energy where the spectrum falls off with increasing energy,
that is, power law like. The rollover energy can occur anywhere between tens and hundreds of kiloelectron
volts. In section 4 we further discuss the physical interpretation of these different types of auroral
electron populations.

JEDI observations are not without their own limitations. Here we discuss potential shortcomings owing to
instrumental responses andassumptionsmade in calculating theenergyfluxandcharacteristic energyprofiles.

Electric potential between the spacecraft and ionosphere. Unless the data suggested otherwise, we assumed
that no significant electric potential existed below the spacecraft, that is, between the spacecraft and
Jupiter’s auroral region. If there was a significant potential then the loss cone and energy weighting done
by the calculations to obtain energy flux and characteristic energy would be wrong. Out of all the events ana-
lyzed, only the auroral crossing on 2017–192 at ~02:34:40 UT showed evidence for a significant potential
structure between the spacecraft and Jupiter. In this case, the precipitating electrons in the loss cone exhibit
a broadband energy spectrum; however, the upward moving electrons show evidence of peaked energy dis-
tributions as high as ~200–300 keV, which may suggest parallel potential drops below the spacecraft. For this
particular event we altered the loss cone size based on the electric potential (Clark, Mauk, Haggerty, et al.,
2017). The ion distributions in some of the other events displayed complex behavior, which makes it difficult
to infer a direct current (DC) potential drop below the spacecraft and therefore no higher-order corrections
were implemented. For example, the upward ions in the PJ7 01:15:45 UT event analyzed by Mauk et al. (2018)
exhibit both intermittent broadband and peaked distributions. It is unclear if this is due to wave-particle inter-
actions, a potential drop below the spacecraft, or a combination of the two. Within the same event, there are
also times when the energetic ions disappear. It can also be argued that because we observe the inverted-V
potential structures then by definition the particles are falling through the full electric potential above the
spacecraft and there is no reason to believe a significant portion resides below the spacecraft.

Pitch angle coverage. JEDI’s angular coverage and resolution is not perfect. Close inspection of the pitch
angle distributions (PADs) in Figure 1 reveals that on occasion, JEDI is blind to small pitch angle sectors
within the loss cone (represented by the white pixels/blanks). As mentioned above, we restricted the
events to the low-altitude auroral crossings to mitigate this effect, but we must recognize that albeit how-
ever small, the energy flux calculations represent a lower limit. In general, JEDI’s pitch angle coverage of
the field-aligned particles will only get worse as Juno’s orbit evolves. This is because two of the three sen-
sors have their FOV primarily in a plane perpendicular to the spin axis and as Juno’s apojove precesses
toward Jupiter’s nightside the FOV is no longer nearly instantaneously sampling all pitch angles.
Instead, it will measure the full PAD approximately every 30 s.

Exclusion of plasma observations (energies<30 keV). Historically, space plasmas are typically segregated into at
least two populations: energies less than ~20–40 keV and greater than 30 keV. This division is primarily driven
by different instrumental techniques required to measure the full distribution function. A more rigorous
approach would utilize the multiple instruments on Juno, and at the time of writing, intercalibration efforts
are ongoing between JEDI and Jovian Auroral Distribution Experiment (JADE; McComas et al., 2017), and here
we chose to primarily focus on the energetic electrons. Therefore, the energy fluxes presented in this study
should be interpreted as a lower limit. Nonetheless, energy fluxes were spot checked during one auroral pass
to be sure no gross mistakes were being made. Importantly, JADE and JEDI were reporting similar energy
fluxes (within a factor of 3 or so) for overlapping energies between 30 and 100 keV. (JADE is unique in that
it is a plasma sensor that can measure electrons up to 100 keV.)
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In the following two sections (3 and 4) we compare the measured relationships discussed in this section
to those predicted by two types of theories: the Knight relation (Knight, 1973) and dissipation of turbulent
electromagnetic field fluctuations (Saur et al., 2003). In addition, we also compare the in situ characteris-
tics with those inferred previously by remote sensing observations and discuss the similarities
and differences.

3. Data/Theory Comparison
3.1. Knight Relation

If the magnetospheric population is an isotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution then in the absence of a
field-aligned voltage, that is, the field line is an equipotential, the energy flux of the electrons in the loss cone
is given by (e.g., Cowley & Bunce, 2001, and references therein)

EF 0ð Þ ¼ 2NW th
W th

2πme

� �1=2

(3)

where N and Wth are the density and thermal energy respectively of the current carrying population. As
Cowley and Bunce (2001) point out, the typical values used for the hot magnetospheric electron population
outside the equatorial plasma sheet come from Voyager measurements (Scudder et al., 1981) and are
N ≅ 0.01 cm�3 and Wth ≅ 2.5 keV. The me is the mass of the electron. As discussed in section 1, this energy
flux is hundreds of times less than what is needed to drive Jupiter’s powerful aurora. Knight’s relation
(Knight, 1973) considers the properties of field-aligned potentials required to drive field-aligned currents,
under the assumption that the accelerator is compact and located high above the ionosphere. Cowley and
Bunce (2001, their equation (38)) give the energy flux relationship as

EF Φ; RBð Þ ¼ 1
2
EF 0ð ÞRB 2þ eΦ

W th

� �
� eΦ

W th
þ 2 1� 1

RB

� �� �
exp

�eΦ
W thðRB � 1

� �� �
(4)

where eΦ is the energy gained by the electrons falling through the potential drop. RB is the ratio of the mag-
netic field strength in the ionosphere and the field strength at the top of the voltage drop. For example, a
ratio of 27, that is, RB = (Bi/BΦ) = 27, puts the voltage drop, or acceleration region, at ~3 RJ. However, although
not always explicit in the literature, the calculated accelerating voltage is often theminimum accelerating vol-
tage computed under the simplifying assumption that RB→∞, which effectively places the top of the voltage
drop at infinity. When this is the case, equation (4) reduces to (Cowley & Bunce, 2001; see their equation (39)
and Figure 7)

EF Φ; RB→∞ð Þ ¼ EF 0ð Þ 1þ eΦ
W th

� �
þ 1
2

eΦ
W th

� �2
" #

(5)

The above energy flux relationships were calculated in the nonrelativistic regime; however, because the char-
acteristic energies associated with Jupiter’s aurora are often as high as a few hundred kiloelectron volts, we
also compare the data with Cowley’s (2006, see their equation (34)) expression for relativistic electrons in the
limit that RB → ∞.

EFrel Φ; RB→∞ð Þ ¼ EF 0ð Þ 1þ eΦ
Wth

� �
þ 1
2

eΦ
W th

� �2

þ 1
2

eΦ
Wth

� �3

2 mc2
Wth

� �
þ 3

� �
2
64

3
75 (6)

3.2. Turbulence Theory

The hypothesis that large potential drops develop at Jupiter as a consequence of the coupling between the
weak MHD turbulence in the equatorial region and the global current system was first put forth by Saur et al.
(2003). Assuming, for simplicity, that the electric currents are dominated by small scale fluctuations and all
the wave energy goes into stochastic electron acceleration, the energy flux relationship is as follows
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EFturbulence Φð Þ ¼ ΣA

λe2
Φ2 (7)

ΣA is an effective Alfvén conductance, that is, ΣA = (μovA)
�1 where μo is the permeability of free space and vA is

the Alfvén velocity, which scales with the magnetic field and plasma mass density. We assume here that it is
half the speed of light, that is, vA = 0.5c. The λe is the electron inertial length scale (λe = c/ωpe , where c is the
speed of light andωpe is the plasma frequency), which is estimated to be ~20 to 30 km (which corresponds to
bulk electron densities of 0.07 and 0.03 cm�3, respectively). The electron densities used here are reasonable
and are the same order of magnitude of the Scudder et al. (1981) values.

3.3. The Relationship Between Electron Characteristic Energies and Field-Aligned Electric Potentials

The theories presented above provide relationships between the electron energy flux and total parallel
potential drop along the magnetic field line (s). Juno lacks a D.C. electric field instrument, so we rely on
the electron distributions to guide our interpretation of the electric potentials in Jupiter’s auroral environ-
ment. Here we make the assumption that the electron characteristic energies can be used as a proxy. The
motivation for this assumption comes from spacecraft studies of in situ particle and field measurements in
Earth’s auroral region. In particular, the FAST mission (Carlson et al., 1998) made detailed ion and electron
observations as well as D.C. electric field and magnetic field measurements in Earth’s downward and upward
current regions. Ergun et al. (1998) compared the D.C. electric field perpendicular to the local magnetic field
to both the upgoing ion and electron distributions and found that the total potential derived from each
method was in agreement. They note that the electron distributions exhibited a broad energy peak that
spanned a decade or more in energy (see their Figure 3)—likely modified due to wave-particle interactions
—which added a factor of 2 in error in deriving the total potential drop. The electron distributions observed
by Juno/JEDI are more narrowly peaked in energy, and therefore, we expect these errors to be
smaller accordingly.

3.4. Comparisons to Juno/JEDI Observations

Figure 4 shows the JEDI data from Figure 2 with the addition of the theoretical curves from equations (4)–(7).
The purple and red dashed curves in Figure 4a illustrate the turbulence dissipation theory (equation (7)) for
two different electron inertial length scales, 20 and 30 km, respectively. The green and blue curves in Figure 4b
represent Knight’s relation with relativistic electron velocities (equation (6)) and with nonrelativistic velocities,

Figure 4. Comparison between Juno/Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instrument measurements and auroral
acceleration theories. (a) MHD turbulence theory utilizes equation (7) for two different electron inertial length scales, 20 km
(purple dashed curve) and 30 km (red dashed curve). The various forms of Knight’s relationships come from equations
(4)–(6). The green curve illustrates the relativistic case in the limit that RB → ∞. The other various blue curves are for the
nonrelativistic cases, but with varying RB. The corresponding altitudes in Jovian radii for the acceleration region locations
are RB = 216, 125, 64 and 27 → 6RJ, 5RJ, 4RJ, 3RJ respectively (Cowley & Bunce, 2001).
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respectively (equations (4) and (5)). In all cases we assume N = 0.018 cm�3 and Wth = 2.5 keV since these
parameters were measured by Voyager (Scudder et al., 1981) and used in many other studies (e.g., Cowley &
Bunce, 2001; Ray et al., 2010). The multiple blue curves depict the RB dependence ranging from RB → ∞ to
RB = 27. At the smaller characteristic energies, the difference between relativistic and nonrelativistic curves
are indistinguishable—however, the difference becomes noticeable at the larger energies since the higher-
order term due to the relativistic velocities plays a nonnegligible role (~20% at 300 keV). Similarly, the RB
dependence is greatest at larger characteristic energies. This is because the saturation current or energy flux
occurs at smaller energies when the location of the acceleration region is closer to the auroral region. We
note that Ray et al. (2010) modeled the various cases of Knight’s relation for smaller RB between a lower limit
of 11 and an upper limit of 27. The upper limit places the acceleration region ~3 RJ.

We defer the interpretation to section 5, but here we briefly discuss the comparisons. First, it appears the
energy flux and characteristic energy derived from JEDI data correlate well with a positive trend and do
not roll over as one might expect with the acceleration region placed at the lowest altitudes (see blue curves
or equation (4)). Additionally, no single set of temperatures and densities can reconcile the differences
between equation (4) and the JEDI observations. The theoretical curves based on turbulence theory and
the relativistic Knight relationship with larger values of RB, do the best job at matching the measurements.
It is also remarkable to note how well these two, but very different, theories match over the energy ranges
of interest here. Why this happens is not clear. However, the data when separated by the type of acceleration
process (broadband vs. discrete) also reveal a very similar trend and both match the theoretical curves well.

4. Comparisons to Remote Sensing Observations From Hisaki

Figure 5 shows the remote sensing observations of Jupiter’s auroral emissions from Hisaki and the compar-
ison to Juno/JEDI. Hisaki data reflect the total emissions integrated over the northern auroral region and cov-
ers a 3-year time span from December 2013 to August 2016. For clarity we represent the Juno/JEDI
observations by applying equation (5) with N = 0.018 cm�3 andWth = 2.5 keV (see Figure 4b, blue curve same
JEDI parameters for all) and use twomethods for illustrating the measurement spread: the standard deviation
of the results shown by the semitransparent red envelope; and the full spread in energy flux of electrons with
characteristic energies ~100 keV (the red vertical line). The three panels in Figure 5 correspond to three dif-
ferent models used to invert the Hisaki measured emissions to infer an electron characteristic energy. Each
model uses a different Jovian atmospheric model, methane altitude distribution, and auroral electron distri-
bution. These three models were used in Tao et al.’s (2016) study of the Jovian auroral emissions using Hisaki
data. Models 2 and 3 here correspond to models labeled as 1 and 2 in Gérard et al. (2014). As Gérard et al.
(2014) points out, our Model 2 is based on the Moses et al. (2005) model B, which is based on the

Figure 5. Comparisons between Juno/JEDI and Hisaki remote sensing observations for three different atmospheric models
(details in text). The black dots represent Hisaki data with associated errors illustrated by the gray error bars. The blue
curve represents the best fit Knight relation curve to the JEDI data with the red envelope depicting the standard deviation
(~30% constant error) of the JEDI measurements. The red vertical bar at ~100 keV is an example of the range of energy flux
values obtained (factor of 100) by JEDI. JEDI = Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instrument.
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hydrocarbon distribution derived from the ISO satellite measurements, similar to Gladstone et al.’s (1996) pro-
file. The eddy diffusion coefficient used at the methane homopause is KH = ~3 × 106 cm2/s. Here Model 3 is
based on the atmospheric density profiles from Grodent et al. (2001) and uses KH = 1.4 × 106 cm2/s (Gérard
et al., 2014). Lastly, Model 1 uses the model outlined in Gérard et al. (2003), which is based on the neutral
atmosphere model from Gladstone et al. (1996) and methane vertical distribution from the lower boundary
mixing ratio outlined in Drossart et al. (1993). Here KH = 1.4 × 106 cm2/s, but the hydrocarbons are transferred
upward more efficiently than Models 2 and 3 relative to the other models using the same H2 column density
(Tao et al., 2016). Additionally, Models 2 and 3 assume a monenergetic electron profile, whereas Model 1
assumes a Maxwellian shape. Gérard et al. (2014) state that “if the distribution is actually Maxwellian but
assumed to be monoenergetic, the energy associated with a color ratio of 1.5 would be 50 keV instead of
79 keV in the Maxwellian case.”

Both the Hisaki and Juno observations show significant spread in the energy flux for a given characteristic
energy. For example, at ~100 keV both sets of data show a dynamic range of ~100 (~10 to 1000 mW/m2).
Regardless of the spread, the comparison between the data sets shows that Model 1 does the best job in
matching the Hisaki observations to Juno/JEDI. This is purely a qualitative comparison by noting that
Model 1 produces the most significant overlap across the bulk of the observations between approximately
10 and 100 mW/m2. The greater than 100 mW/m2 observations near 100 keV from Hisaki deviate from the
apparent linear trend—when the data are shown on a logarithmic scale—but the data are somewhat consis-
tent with the spread in the Juno/JEDI data. Tao et al. (2016) note that the greater than 100 mW/m2 measure-
ments near 100 keV are observed during times of solar wind dynamic pressure enhancements and are mainly
due to variations in the electron number flux rather than the electron energies.

5. Discussion
5.1. MI Coupling Processes

We compare two classes of acceleration theories that have been proposed for Jupiter’s main auroral region:
turbulence dissipation theory (Figure 4a) and Knight theory (Figure 4b). Surprisingly, both theories predict
very similar relationships and the observations appear to support this. In Figure 1b, the Juno/JEDI observa-
tions were separated into broadband and discrete/inverted-V distributions and the data show nearly identi-
cal energy flux relationships for the two types of distributions. One may question if these two types of
distributions are related, for example, can a peaked-energy distribution evolve, through wave-particle inter-
actions, into a broadband energy distribution with no peaks? If that were the case then it would not be sur-
prising that these distributions yield similar relationships. Inspection of electron energy and angle beams by
Mauk et al. (2017b) illustrate that both discrete and broadband energy distributions can occur during a single
main auroral crossing. They concluded that because the broadband energy distributions have a much larger
energy density than the peaked distributions then they could not be the result of simple energy diffusion
processes acting on a peaked-energy distribution. This leads us to the conclusion that both discrete and sto-
chastic processes exist in the main auroral region and the relationships for each type appear to have a similar
energy flux versus characteristic energy relationship.

The turbulence dissipation model assumes that the electromagnetic field fluctuations are converted into
electron energy through wave-particle interaction at scales close to the electron inertial length scale. The
expression used here (equation (7)) should only be regarded as a first order estimate. For a full description,
detailed quantitative modeling of the associated wave-particle interactions is required.

In Figure 4b, we compared various forms of the Knight relation to the Juno/JEDI observations and found that
for cases where the acceleration region was confined to lower altitudes, that is, RB = 27 or 3 RJ, the curves
would roll over and begin to plateau at much smaller energy flux values than measured. The Knight profiles
which places the top of the auroral acceleration potential at larger altitudes better represent the data. From
this analysis, we suggest that acceleration region may be located at distances larger than 6 RJ or RB = 216.
Previous studies have considered a range of locations for the acceleration region (e.g., Cowley & Bunce,
2001, Ray et al., 2010). We find that because the data are most consistent with larger values of RB, the current
does not saturate as quickly as predicted by Ray et al. (2010). Additionally, as Ray et al. (2010) mention in their
conclusions, the role of the field-aligned potentials and Pedersen conductivities vary with the location of the
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acceleration region. Therefore, we believe these comparisons between data and theory will stimulate fruitful
discussions for future topics regarding Jovian MI coupling processes.

Nichols and Cowley (2004) examined the effect of the enhanced Pedersen conductivity caused by precipitat-
ing electrons in Jupiter’s upward current or main auroral region. Their model characterized the precipitating
auroral electron distributions as a combination of two power law distributions with the spectral break occur-
ring at the accelerating voltage (see their equation (19) and Figure 3). In Figure 4 of Nichols and Cowley (2004)
they show plots of the height integrated Pedersen conductivity versus field-aligned current density for differ-
ent auroral distributions characterized by their power law function. Using their same notation, α is the spec-
tral slope below the accelerating potential and β is the spectral slope above the potential. They note that for
larger currents the conductivity depends more on the spectral slope at the smaller energies (below that pro-
duced by the accelerating potential). The auroral distributions observed by JEDI (Figure 3) tend to be flat in
intensity below both the peak or rollover depending on the type of distribution being considered. In phase
space density, this means the spectral slopes at lower energies are often α ≈ 1 to 2, or E�1 to E�2. The auroral
distributions studied by Mauk et al. (2017a, 2018) also show similar spectral shapes at the lower energies. The
tail of the distribution at the larger energies, defined as above the peak or rollover in the spectrum, can have
spectral slopes that vary dramatically. For example, the broadband distributions tend to be characterized
with slopes β ≈ 3 to 6, or E�3 to E�6, whereas peaked distributions can have tails that vary as much as
β ≈ 3 to 12 or E�3 to E�12. Initial analysis using the Nichols and Cowley (2004) model with fixed α and electron
number flux indicates that increased β tends to lead to reduced Pedersen conductance at higher current den-
sities, but a full exploration of the effects of such spectral distributions on the Pedersen conductance and the
M-I coupling current system is beyond the scope of this paper and will be considered in future works.

Why the auroral electron distributions have their specific shapes is unknown at this time. One hypothesis may
be that the harder tails associated with the peaked distributions are due to wave-particle interactions scatter-
ing the energy of the electrons, effectively smoothing out the sharp gradients in phase space. The nature of
the slope at the lower energies may also be due to wave-particle interactions or energy degradation due to
electrons backscattering in the atmosphere; however, future work is needed to explore these ideas.

5.2. Jupiter’s Hydrocarbon Distribution in the Auroral Region

We showed in section 4 that the atmospheric model that minimized the discrepancy between the Juno and
Hisaki measurements required that hydrocarbons be transported more efficiently to higher altitudes, that is,
Model 1. This is not the first observation to suggest such a scenario, but it does offer an independent method
that demonstrates the point. Previous work done by Parkinson et al. (2006) used observations from the
Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging System (Esposito et al., 2004) during the Jupiter flyby in late 2000 and early
2001. Using intensities from the He 584 Å emission, they were able to constrain radiative transfer models
based on increased eddy diffusion mixing in the auroral regions. Their conclusions suggest that KH may be
at least 8 × 106 cm2/s and possibly greater than 4 × 107 cm2/s, which places that 5 to 25 times larger than
the nominal value of 1.4 × 106 cm2/s used in the equatorial region.

Gérard et al. (2003) investigated the sensitivity of the inferred electron energies on KH for a given atmospheric
model and found that a factor of 10 increase of KH only changes the inferred mean or characteristic energies
by a factor of ~2 (Gérard et al., 2003; see their Figure 2). Conceptually, if Model 2 or Model 3 were chosen (see
Figure 5) then to match Juno/JEDI and Hisaki, enhanced eddy diffusion coefficients in the auroral zone must
be on the order of 10 times larger or more than the nominal value used in the equatorial region—in agree-
ment with the increase that Parkinson et al. (2006) found. We note that in section 4 the color ratio is also
dependent on the electron population assumed in the model, that is, monoenergetic or Maxwellian; how-
ever, that has a lesser effect than hydrocarbon column density in Jupiter’s atmosphere, so we ignored it
for this simple argument.

Enhanced diffusion of the hydrocarbons in the aurora region is only one possible solution, and the basic argu-
ment lacks the rigor of a full-scale model that may take into account the shape of the full electron distribution,
the detailed interactions between the precipitating electrons and the various types of hydrocarbons, the
resultant chemistry due to large-scale electron precipitation, etc. Clearly, caution should be exercised in
our interpretations, but it stands to reason that the comparisons between in situ auroral measurements
and remote sensing observations are able to help constrain current and future models regarding the
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atmospheric content of Jupiter that is otherwise unattainable. In general, the hydrocarbon eddy diffusion
coefficient in Jupiter’s auroral region is poorly known and our state of knowledge is based on modeling
and limited results from the He 584 Å emissions. Future analysis of Juno, Hisaki, and HST data sets and
ground-based infrared support (e.g., Sinclair et al., 2017, and references therein) in combination with physical
models are needed to further our understanding of this complex region.

6. Summary

In this study, we presented for the first time the greater than 30 keV energy flux versus characteristic energy
relationships observed in the loss cone over themain auroral region by Juno/JEDI. The purpose of this study is
to provide in situ measurements that can be used to test the current predictions of the various Jovian accel-
eration theories as well as further constrain the atmospheric models through comparisons with remote sen-
sing observations. We found that by comparing Juno/JEDI data with both Knight (1973; e.g., Cowley, 2006,
Cowley & Bunce, 2001, Ray et al., 2009, 2010; Ray & Ergun, 2013) and MHD turbulence (Saur et al., 2003) the-
ories, we could not distinguish a primary driver; however, there is no reason to believe that these mechan-
isms are mutually exclusive. In fact, the broadband and inverted-V-type auroral electron populations within
the loss cone exhibit similar trends and may provide evidence that both processes play an active role in
the generation of field-aligned auroral currents that map to the main auroral oval. Additionally, inspection
of the electron distribution shapes presented here can help constrain the parameter range, especially for
the slopes at the lower energies required to model the effect of electron precipitation on the height inte-
grated Pedersen conductivities (Nichols & Cowley, 2004). It is also interesting to note that we do not observe
the energy fluxes to plateau within the energy range JEDI is sensitive to (30 keV to 1 MeV). This may be con-
sistent with the picture that the height at the top of the acceleration region (for Knight theories) is at dis-
tances larger than a few Jovian radii.

We found that the atmospheric model that most efficiently transports hydrocarbons to higher altitudes pro-
vides the best agreement between the Hisaki and Juno/JEDI data sets. This isModel 1 labeled in section 4 and
Figure 5. Similarly, agreement can also be found if other models, for example, Model 3 was used and the
hydrocarbon eddy diffusion coefficient was increased by a factor of 10� 30 × KH. Either way, the data suggest
that the hydrocarbon densities in the auroral region are likely higher due to precipitating electrons dissipat-
ing large amounts of energy (e.g., Parkinson et al., 2006). We should note, however, that this is just one pos-
sible solution to a complex problem that involves several free and poorly constrained parameters.>
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